We present an implemented method of parsing with Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) that for the first time derives the exceptional scope behavior of indefinites in a principled and plausibly practical way. The account implements Charlow's (2014) monadic approach to dynamic semantics, in which indefinites' exceptional scope taking follows from the way the side effect of introducing a discourse referent survives the process of delimiting the scope of true quantifiers in a continuized grammar. To efficiently parse with this system, we extend Barker and Shan's (2014) method of parsing with continuized grammars to only invoke monadic lifting and lowering where necessary, and define novel normal form constraints on lifting and lowering to avoid spurious ambiguities. We also integrate Steedman's (2000) CCG for deriving basic predicate-argument structure and enrich it with a method of lexicalizing scope island constraints. We argue that the resulting system improves upon Steedman's CCG in terms of theoretical perspicuity and empirical coverage while retaining many of its attractive computational properties.
Introduction
A long-standing puzzle in natural language semantics has been how to explain the exceptional scope behavior of indefinites. For example, (1a) has a reading where there's a specific relative (a steel magnate, say) such that if she dies, the speaker will be rich. By contrast, (1b) has no analogous reading where the universal takes wide scope: this sentence cannot mean that every relative is such that if that particular relative dies, I'll be rich. 1 If one takes the antecedent of a conditionals to be a scope island (as suggested by the < . . . > bracketing), then it's not surprising that the universal in (1b) is blocked from taking wide scope; what instead requires explanation is how the indefinite in (1a) can exceptionally take scope out of this island. Charlow (2014) has recently shown that the exceptional scope behavior of indefinites can be derived from their role of introducing discourse referents in a dynamic semantics. To do so, he showed that (1) a monadic approach to dynamic semantics can be seamlessly integrated with Barker and Shan's (2014) approach to scope taking in continuized grammars, and (2) once one does so, the exceptional scope of indefinites follows from the way the side effect of introducing a discourse referent survives the process of delimiting the scope of true quantifiers, such as those expressed with each and every.
To date, computationally implemented approaches to scope taking 2 have not distinguished indefinites from true quantifiers in a way that accounts for their exceptional scope taking. In Bos's (2003) implementation of Discourse Representation Theory (Kamp and Reyle, 1993, DRT) , for example, scope taking is independent of how indefinites are treated. Although Steedman (2012) has developed an account of indefinites' exceptional scope taking in a non-standard static semantics for Combinatory Categorial Grammar (Steedman, 2000, CCG) , this treatment has not been fully implemented (to our knowledge); moreover, as Barker and Shan point out, Steedman's theory appears to undergenerate by not allowing true quantifiers to take scope from medial positions.
Barker and Shan offer a brief sketch of how a parser for their continuized grammars can be implemented, including how lifting can be invoked lazily to ensure parsing terminates. In this paper, we show how their approach can be seamlessly combined with Steedman's CCG and extended to include Charlow's monadic dynamic semantics, thereby providing the first computational implementation of a system that accounts for the exceptional scope behavior of indefinites in a principled and plausibly practical way. To efficiently parse with this system, we devise rules to only invoke monadic lifting and lowering where necessary, and define novel normal form constraints on lifting and lowering to avoid spurious ambiguities. We also integrate a method of lexicalizing scope island constraints , as Charlow's account does not provide a practical and empirically satisfactory means of enforcing such constraints. We argue that the resulting system improves upon Steedman's CCG in terms of theoretical perspicuity-insofar as it builds upon an account of dynamic semantics that is independently necessary-and empirical coverage, in that it allows quantifiers to take scope from medial positions and from some subordinate clauses. At the same time, it also retains many of CCG's attractive computational properties; in particular, it respects Steedman's Principle of Adjacency, only combining overtly realized adjacent constituents, thereby making it easy to use with well-studied parsing algorithms. An open source prototype implementation, suitable for testing out grammatical analyses, is available online. 3 2 Are Scope Islands Real? Steedman (2012) observes that although the empirical status of scope islands remains unsettled in the linguistics literature (Farkas and Giannakidou, 1996; Reinhart, 1997; Ruys and Winter, 2011; Syrett and Lidz, 2011; Syrett, 2015) , the possi-3 https://github.com/mwhite14850/dyc3g ble scopings of true quantifiers appear to be much more limited than commonly assumed in computational approaches to scope taking, arguing therefore in favor of a surface-compositional approach that aims to capture all and only the attested readings; in particular, Steedman takes as his working hypothesis that scope inversion should be subject to syntactic island constraints. While we are sympathetic to Steedman's point of view, we are skeptical of his working hypothesis, as it appears to incorrectly predict that quantifiers should never be able to take scope from subjects of finite complement clauses. Acknowledging that universals sometime appear to do so, Steedman appeals to Fox & Sauerland's (1996) illusory scope analyis, where the quantificational force is argued to stem from a main clause generic. However, Farkas and Giannakidou (1996) provide numerous examples in English and Greek of episodic sentences such as (2) where the universal takes extra-wide scope.
(2) Yesterday, a guide made sure that <every tour to the Louvre was fun>. (∀ > ∃)
By contrast, a corpus analysis given in the appendix suggests that conditionals and relative clauses plausibly represent cases where scope islands should be treated as hard constraints. As such, in this paper we adopt the working hypothesis that scope island constraints can be given an accurate lexicalized treatment. Alternatively, one could pursue an approach based solely on soft constraints, where a probabilistic model simply makes scope taking beyond finite clause boundaries very unlikely. Even in this scenario, we contend that the approach to exceptionally scoping indefinites implemented here will greatly simplify the learning task, since the ability of indefinites to take exceptional scope would not need to be learned.
Continuized CCG
A continuized grammar is one where the meaning of expressions can be defined as a function on a portion of its surrounding context, or continuation (Barker, 2002; Barker and Shan, 2014) . To make it easier to reason about continuized grammars, Barker & Shan devised the "tower" notation illustrated in Figure 1 . 4 Figure 1 : Continuized CCG Derivations the bottom and two Ss on top; reading counterclockwise from the bottom, this category represents a constituent that acts locally as an NP , takes scope over an S, and returns an S. The semantics is λk.∀y.ky, a function from a continuation k of type e → t to a universally quantified expression of type t. A continuized meaning of this form can be abbreviated by representing the location where the continuation argument applies with [ ] and putting the argument to the continuation on the bottom of the tower, as shown.
In a continuized grammar, all expressions can potentially be given continuized meanings via the Lift (↑) operation. This is illustrated in Figure 1a where the category for loves is lifted, taking on the semantics λk.k(λyx.love(x, y)). Lifting the category for loves allows it to combine with that of everyone using scopal combination. The way in which scopal combination works in the tower notation is shown in Figure 2b [ ] on the tower top, with λyx.love(x, y) applying to y and yielding λx.love(x, y) on the bottom.
As Barker & Shan observe, the explicit lifting step seen in Figure 1a can be integrated with the scopal combination step, as shown in the other recursively defined rules in Figure 2b , thereby avoiding an infinite regress when applying the lifting rule. Figure 1b shows how Lift Left (↑L) and Lift Right (↑R) can be applied in sequence-as part of a single parsing step combining adjacent signs-to create a three-level tower where everyone ends up taking inverse scope over the subject: 6 first, in applying Lift Left, the entire tower for someone is matched as A, while the bottom of the tower for loves everyone, S\NP , is matched as B, and then the rules are reapplied with A and B as inputs; next, Lift Right is applied, with the bottom of the tower for someone, NP , matched as A, and S\NP again matched as B, and the rules are reapplied once more; this time, the categories can combine directly using Backward Application (<), ending the recursion; as the rules unwind, the three-level tower for someone loves everyone is constructed, with inverse scope semantics, as shown. The final representations are derived by collapsing the towers using the recursively defined Lower (↓) operation in Figure 2c , which repeat- 
Monadic Dynamic Semantics
Charlow's (2014) dynamic semantics makes use of the State.Set monad (Hutton and Meijer, 1996) , which combines the State monad for handling side effects with the Set monad for non-determinism. The State monad pairs ordinary semantic values with a state, which is threaded through computations. The Set monad models non-deterministic choices as sets, facilitating a non-deterministic treatment of indefinites. For example, the dynamic meaning of a linguist swims appears in (3): here, the proposition that x swims, where x is some linguist, is paired with a state that augments the input state s with the discourse referent x.
More formally, the State.Set monad is defined as in (4). For each type α, the corresponding monadic type M α is a function from states of type s to sets pairing items of type α with such states. The η function injects values into the monad, simply yielding a singleton set consisting of the input item paired with the input state. The bind operation sequences two monadic computations by sequencing the two computations pointwise, feeding each result of m applied to the input state s into π and unioning the results. 7 Less formally, the operation can be thought of as "run m to determine v in π."
Since the only operation on states that we will be concerned with in this paper is adding discourse referents, it suffices to leave the states implicit in the implementation, only explicitly representing the new discourse referents-much as in computational implementations of Discourse Representation Theory (Bos, 2003) , where assignments are not explicitly represented in Discourse Representation Structures. Consequently, we will represent 7 Note that the notation mv π is just syntactic sugar for m λv.π, which may be more familiar.
(3) as (5), which can be translated to first-order logic in much the same way as with DRT. 8
The definition of State.Set sequencing allows us to define a sequence reduction operation where the value of m is substituted into π for v and the discourse referents and conditions are combined. For example, the representation of a linguist can be sequenced with that of swim and simplified as in (6).
As in DRT, negation in Charlow's dynamic semantics is defined in a way that captures discourse referents, making them inaccessible for subsequent reference. Conditionals and universals are defined in terms of negation, thereby explaining their effects on discourse referent accessiblity; for representational simplicity, we will instead assume directly defined meanings for conditionals and universals, as in DRT.
Dynamic Combinatory Rules
The rules for combining signs in Dynamic Continuized CCG appear in Figures 3 and 4 , augmenting those in Figure 2 . We first give an overview of these rules and then illustrate with examples. 9 As Charlow (2014) explains in detail, continuized grammars can be reconceptualized as operating over an underlying monad, where monadic lifting is identified with applying the underlying monad's sequencing operator ( ) and monadic lowering with applying the injection function (η). Accordingly, we include the rules for monadic lifting and lowering in Figure 3a -b. The lifting rule takes a category A with monadic value a of type M α and sequences it with a new continuation, yielding a function λk.a v kv of type (α → M β) → M β for a tower category with A on the bottom. Monadic lowering is defined recursively, with the two base cases on the left and 8 Explicitly representing the states could simplify the treatment of discourse referent accessibility; we leave investigating this alternative for future work. 9 The side conditions for these rules (preceded by 'if') sometimes serve to define the rules recursively, as in the earlier Figure 2 , and sometimes serve to specify sub-cases of interest. Rules for anaphora resolution are left for future work. the two recursive cases on the right. The base cases apply η to the value a on the tower bottom before filling it in for the continuation; the second base case enables lowering to apply to the CCG categories S/NP and S\NP used in relative clauses. The recursive cases on the right again enable multi-level towers to be lowered in one fell swoop, with the second rule enabling towers with tower-result categories on the bottom to be fully lowered.
To implement scope islands, the rules in Figure 3c together with the unary type constructor · enable categories to specify that their arguments must be scope delimited by undergoing a reset (i.e. lower then re-lift) before combination is permitted. 10 Figure 3d enables a double-continuation analysis of determiners by triggering a lowering when two categories combine to yield a category with a lowerable tower result. Finally, the rules in Figure 4 apply when the functor category expects a monadic value on the tower bottom; the rules in Figure 4a use η to coerce the input to the right type, while the ones in Figure 4b invoke lowering to do so.
An example illustrating exceptional scope for an indefinite appears in Figure 5a . Even though the category for if requires the category for its antecedent someone complains to be reset prior to combination, the side effect of discourse referent introduction survives the reset operationenabling a wide-scope reading of the indefiniteirrespective of whether sequence reduction is carried out immediately, as in Figure 5c . (Figure 8 in the appendix shows how side effects are unaffected by reset in the general case, using the monadic identity and associativity laws.) Figure 5b shows how the narrow scope reading for the indefinite can be derived instead using monadic type-driven lowering. By contrast, Figure 6 shows why the narrow scope reading is the only one available for the universal in if everyone complains, since the reset operation closes off the scope of the universal, as illustrated in detail in Figure 6b . The appendix gives two further examples: Figure 10a illustrates result tower lowering in an inverse linking example-including the possibility of medial scoping, which is not possible with Steedman's CCG-while Figure 9 shows 10 The Delimit rules must apply first to ensure that entire towers are reset. This is accomplished using a cut in the Prolog implementation; alternatively, these rules could be defined at the level of signs rather than categories. 
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Prototype Implementation
Barker & Shan suggest that the rules in Figure 2 can form the basis of a practical parser. While the worst-case complexity of parsing with such rules has yet to be investigated, the way in which towers can grow to arbitrary heights is apt to at least limit the utility of dynamic programming in practice, potentially posing efficiency problems even when using aggressive statistical pruning (Clark and Curran, 2007) . However, recent work on parsing with global neural network models has moved away from dynamic programming solutions, as the global models are incompatible with dynamic programming locality requirements. In particular, Lee et al. (2016) have shown that global neural models can be used with A* search to obtain a new state-of-the-art in CCG in parsing accuracy while maintaining impressive speed, even though the search space is exponential. As such, given that our approach respects Steedman's Principle of Adjacency, we suggest that it may be possible to extend CCG statistical parsing methods to the current setting, thereby resolving scope ambiguities the same way as other derivational ambiguities, rather than in a post-process as in earlier computational work on scope taking. While we are aware of no large-scale scope-annotated corpora at present, small-scale corpora do exist that would enable this conjecture to be tested in future work, such as the corpora used in work on CCG semantic parsing (Artzi and Zettlemoyer, 2013, inter alia) .
Towards that end, we have implemented a prototype shift-reduce parser in Prolog that uses the unary and binary combination rules defined in Fig Section 5 for implementing Charlow's monadic dynamic semantics. 11 When implementing the parser, we found it paid off to only invoke lowering where necessary, as discussed in Section 5, rather than simply invoking lowering whenever possible. Moreover, in Section 7, we will see how enforcing scope islands keeps tower heights under control, while also providing an opportunity to define normal form constraints that limit spurious ambiguity, another important practical consideration. To test the implementation, we developed an initial test suite of 40 examples of average length 6.7 words, roughly comparable in size and complexity to Baldridge's (2002) OpenCCG 12 test suite. With the normal form constraints, parsing time was 60ms per item on a laptop, similar to OpenCCG on the same hardware. By contrast, with the normal form constraints turned off, the parsing time increased to 4.6s per item, nearly two orders of magnitude slower.
Normal Form Constraints
A normal form parse is the simplest parse in an equivalence class of parses yielding the same interpretation. Normal form constraints can play an important role in practical CCG parsing by eliminating derivations leading to spurious ambiguities without requiring expensive pairwise equivalence checks on λ-terms (Eisner, 1996; Clark and Curran, 2007; Hockenmaier and Bisk, 2010; Lewis and Steedman, 2014) . Continuized CCG can employ existing CCG normal form constraints at the base level. The main additional source of spurious ambiguity is illustrated in Figure 7 . 13 In the figure, the two towers at the upper left are combined via ↑R and ↑L to yield a three-level tower, which potentially allows an operator to subsequently take scope between any scopal elements present in the left and right input signs. However, if this threelevel tower is subsequently lowered without any operator taking intermediate scope, the derivation will yield an interpretation that is equivalent to the one yielded by the simpler derivation that just combines the two signs in their surface scope order (i.e., without yielding a three-level tower). 14 As such, the lowering operations triggered by scope islands or sentence boundaries provide an opportunity to recursively detect and eliminate such non-normal form derivations, as follows:
Trigger If a sign is created using a lower operation, check the input sign for a spurious ↑R, ↑L combination.
Base A sign constructed via . . . , ↑R, ↑L, . . . has a spurious ↑R, ↑L combination.
Non-Scopal A sign that is derived from a nonscopal input sign-i.e., one whose category if someone complains Vincent quits has no tower top-has a spurious ↑R, ↑L combination if the other input sign has a spurious ↑R, ↑L combination. This case is illustrated in Figure 7 , where H is such a nonscopal input sign.
Inversion A sign that is derived by a ↑L, ↑ R inversion has a spurious ↑R, ↑L combination if either input sign has a spurious ↑R, ↑ L combination.
Recurse Right A sign that is derived by a C, ↑L has a spurious ↑R, ↑L combination if the right input sign has a spurious ↑R, ↑L combination. Note that ↑L, C can derive intermediate scope for the left input sign.
Recurse Left A sign that is derived by a ↑R, C has a spurious ↑R, ↑L combination if the left input sign has a spurious ↑R, ↑L combination. Note that C, ↑R can derive intermediate scope for the right input sign.
These rules have been tested for safety in the reference implementation by ensuring that all six (3!) desired interpretations result from a ditransi-if everyone complains Vincent quits Steedman's (2012) approach to quantifier scope in terms of theoretical perspicuity by taking advantage of a dynamic semantics for indefinites independently needed for anaphora, and (ii) offers better empirical coverage by allowing quantifiers to take scope from medial positions and some subordinate clauses. At the same time, by respecting the Principle of Adjacency, only combining overtly realized adjacent constituents, our approach is easy to use with well-studied parsing algorithms, as with Steedman's CCG. Although the normal form constraints are quite effective in small-scale experiments, it remains for future work to verify quantitatively whether these constraints suffice for practical parsing in conjunction with statistical filtering techniques. It also remains for future work to computationally explore the novel analyses made possible by this framework, including order-sensitivity in negative polarity items (Barker and Shan, 2014) and selective exceptional scope for indefinites and focus alternatives (Charlow, 2014) . Towards that end, we have made available online an open source prototype implementation suitable for testing out grammatical analyses.
* , (7) Tandy said its experience during the shortage didn't merit the $5 million to $50 million investment i <U.S. Memories is seeking from each i investor>.
By contrast, exceptionally scoping indefinites are quite easy to find. Figure 9 gives an example of a relative clause scope island. The category for the relative pronoun requires its clausal argument to be delimited, triggering a reset via the Delimit Right (DR) rule, which closes off the semantic scope for everyone. Not shown is the derivation of the base category S/NP for everyone likes, which can be derived using standard CCG rules on the bottom without invoking empty string elements. The lowering rule for incomplete clauses is required in order for this base category to be lowerable.
A.2 Side Effects and Reset

A.3 Relative Clauses and Inverse Linking
By contrast, Figure 10 shows how inverse scope goes through for the nominal PP in every state, since the preposition category does not require its argument to be delimited. One-fell-swoop result lowering implements Larson's (1985) constraint barring interleaved inverse scope out of NPs while preserving the ability of the universal to bind subsequent pronouns. Although Steedman's (2012) account handles examples such as the one in Figure 
